Hold The Phone

Designed by MYKT
Featuring the #Text Me Collection by MYKT
Finished Quilt Size: 28-1/2" x 48"

Check www.windhamfabrics.com Free Project section to see if there are any pattern updates before you start your quilt project
MATERIALS:
Fat Quarter of 40469-X Multi
Fat Eighth EACH of 40473-6 Grey, 40470-1 Black and 40472-2 White
1/4 yard of 40472-1 Black
3/8 yard of 40474-X Multi
1-1/4 yards of 40473-1 Black, includes binding
1-3/8 yards of 40471-X Multi
1-1/2 yards of backing
35” x 54” piece of batting
Template plastic
Fusible web for appliqué, optional

PREPARATION:
Trace the 4" circle template to the template plastic. Cut out to use as a pattern.
Optional: Following manufacturers instructions, use fusible web for appliqués.

CUTTING:
*Note the orientation of each print before cutting.

From 40469-X Multi:
(1) 16-1/2" x 18" rectangle, cut lengthwise
From 40473-6 Grey:
(1) 3/4" x 7-1/2" strip
From 40470-1 Black:
(1) 3" x 16-1/2" rectangle, cut widthwise
From 40472-2 White:
(5) 3-1/2" x 5" rectangles
From 40472-1 Black:
(5) 1-1/2” x 5” strip
(5) 4-1/2” x 5” rectangles
From 40474-X Multi:
(4) 2-1/2” x 42” strips
From 40473-1 Black:
(1) 20-1/2″ x 40″ rectangle, cut lengthwise from left side of fabric length
(4) 2-1/4″ x LOF″ binding strips, cut from right side of fabric length
From 40471-X Multi:
(1) 25″ x 44-1/2″ rectangle, cut lengthwise
(1) 4″ circle template

INSTRUCTIONS:

Making the Pockets:

1. Sew (1) 1-1/2″ x 5″ 40472-1 Black strip, right sides together, to the top of (1) 3-1/2″ x 5″ 40472-2 White rectangle as shown to make a pocket front. Press seam to the 40472-1 Black strip.

![Diagram 1]

2. With right sides together, sew (1) pocket front to (1) 4-1/2″ x 5″ 40472-1 Black rectangle around all four sides, leaving a small opening on the bottom edge for turning. Turn right side out and press well. Topstitch 1/8 inch above and below the seam to make a lined pocket. Make 5 lined pockets.

![Diagram 2]
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Assembling the Quilt Top:

3. Refer to Diagram 3 for placement; center and pin the 3/4" x 7-1/2" 40473-6 Grey strip, the 16-1/2" x 18" 40469-X Multi rectangle, the (5) lined pockets, the 4" 40471-X Multi circle and the 3" x 16-1/2" 40470-1 Black rectangle to the 20-1/2" x 40" 40473-1 Black rectangle as shown.

4. Edgestitch each of the pockets along both sides and the bottom, backstitching at the top of the two sides for reinforcement.

5. Appliqué each of the remaining pieces to the rectangle using a small satin stitch to secure.
6. Trim the top and bottom edge of the appliquéd rectangle creating a symmetrical curve.

7. Center and pin the appliquéd rectangle to the 25" x 44-1/2" 40471-X Multi background rectangle.

8. Appliqué the appliquéd rectangle to the background rectangle using a small satin stitch to secure.

Diagram 4
Border:

9. Sew the short ends of (4) 2-1/2" x 42" 40474-X Multi strips to make a long strip, noting the orientation of the print on each strip. Crosscut the long strip into (2) 29" lengths and (2) 44-1/2" lengths.

10. Sew the 44-1/2" lengths to the sides of the quilt top. Press seams to the border strips. Sew the 29" lengths to the top and bottom of the quilt top. Press seam to the border strips to complete the quilt.

Finishing:

11. Cut the backing fabric to measure 35" x 54".

12. Layer the backing, batting and quilt top and quilt as desired (excluding the pockets). Bind, using the (4) 2-1/4" x 45" 40473-1 Black binding strips.